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“Cases and Controversies”: 
• Standing:  

o Constitutional test: (Adapted from Lujan) 
§ Injury. 

ú Cognizable. 
• Concrete. 
• Particular. 
• Actual or imminent. 

§ Fairly Traceable to Defendant’s Actions. 
ú Chain of causation not “speculative.” 
ú Injury is not the result of independent action by 

3d party. 
§ Redressable. 

ú Must be “likely” that judgment will remedy the 
injury. 

o Special prudential rules: 
§ No “generalized grievances.”  Can’t sue as: 

• citizen 
• taxpayer 
• voter 

ú EXCEPTIONS: (See FEC v. Akin) 
• Where Congress creates a broad statutory 

cause of action. 
• Voters may sue where actual voting rights 

are impaired. 
§ Can’t assert 3rd party rights. 

ú EXCEPTION: (See Craig v. Boren) 
• Where the party bringing the suit: 

o Faces actual harm, and 
o Has some relationship with the 

right-holder sufficient to justify the 
assertion of the right. 

ú EXCEPTION: (See Jews for Jesus) 
• Facial challenges, esp. in First Am Cases. 

o Vagueness. 
o Overbreadth. 



• But vagueness challenges alone will 
probably not get you standing if: 

o The law “clearly proscribes” your 
speech. 

o And your suit is based on the “speech 
of others.” (Holder) 

§ Asserted statutory rights must be within the “zone of 
interests” contemplated by the statute. 

ú (Often under APA.) 
• Mootness: 

o Test: 
§ Case no longer touches  
§ legal relations 
§ of parties having adverse legal interests. 

o EXCEPTIONS: (See Defunis) 
§ Voluntary cessation. 
§  “Capable of repetition, yet evading review.” 

o Note the importance of remedies.  (Lyons, Fisher) 
§ Damages claims will often survive after a case for 

injunction might be moot. 
o Special rule for class action: (Sosna) 

§ Named P may still represent class even after his 
individual case is rendered moot. 

§ Similarly, named P may continue appeal of denial of 
class certification after his case is moot. 

• Ripeness: 
o Test: (Abbott Labs) 

§ Is there enough information to make a judgment? 
§ Would hardship result to some party if the court does 

not act? 
ú Threat of “imminent prosecution” is sufficient.  

(Holder) 
ú Hypothetical prosecution where no action has 

been taken is not sufficient.  (UPW) 
o Again, remedies are important. 



§ Request for injunction against possible, but unlikely, 
repeat behavior is not sufficient.  (Lyons) 

§ Request for injunction against court behavior, where P’s 
have not shown they will appear before that court, is 
not sufficient. 

• Political Questions: 
o Tests: (Baker) 

§ Demonstrable textual commitment to another branch. 
ú E.g., Constitution assigns impeachment (a check 

on the judiciary) to Congress.  (Nixon) 
§ No judicially manageable standard can be found. 

ú E.g., nothing in the text of the Con. about 
abrogation of treaties.  (Goldwater) 

ú E.g., text of Con. is vague.  (Nixon) 
§ Requires policy determination clearly not meant for 

courts. 
§ Involves lack of due respect for coordinate branches. 
§ Unusual need to adhere to political decision already 

made. 
§ Embarrassment would be caused by various 

departments making pronouncements on the same 
question. 

o Gerrymandering/allocation: 
§ Political: 

ú Maybe justiciable where the majority’s political 
rights have been caught in a “straitjacket.”  
(Baker) 

ú But usually not justiciable, because thirty years 
later we can’t workout a coherent framework.  
(Vieth) 

§ Racial: 
ú This is justiciable.  There is no legitimate 

political interest in racial discrimination.  (Rogers) 
o Other unresolved areas: 

§ Declaration of war. (Vietnam cases.) 
§ Protection of executive documents.  (Watergate tapes.) 



§ Interference in state electoral process.  (Bush v. Gore.) 
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